Fish @ Bugis+
201 Victoria Street #07-05
#07
Bugis+, Singapore 188067
UEN: 53316458C

Fish@Ang Mo Kio
190 Ang Mo Kio Ave 8
Grassroots’ Club #01-07
#01
Singapore 568046
UEN: 53215742K
Email: funatfish@gmail.com
Whatsapp: 8338 6530

Dear Sir/Madam,
Fish @ Bugis+ is located on the 7th floor roof
roof-garden
garden of Bugis+ (previously known as Iluma), is Singapore’s first and
only Indoor Air-Conditioned Lobster/Prawn fishing pond with bar, which caters to those who dislike the heat and haze
pollution. We are within
ithin walking distance from Bugis MRT station.
Fish @ Ang Mo Kiois located inside Grassroot
Grassroots’ Club,, right beside Yio Chu Kang Mrt/Bus Interchange, is Singapore’s
first and only under thetrain tracks Lobster/Prawn fishing pond which caters to great outdoor and activity.
We have been doing events since 2012, no event is too small to ignore, and no event is too big for us to handle.
Plan a company team bonding activity, a church gathering, or even a ssocial/family
ily activity with us. With your preference
and requirement, along with our experiences, we strive to make a smooth and exciting event.

Event Prices:
Fish @ Bugis+ Coroprate Event Prices – Seawater Tiger /Prawn fishing:
3 hours at $39.00 or 2 hours at $30.00
.00 per rod
Fish@Ang Mo Kio Coroprate Event Prices –
Normal Big Head Prawnfishing: 3 hours at $39.00 or 2 hours at $30
$30.00 per rod
Seawater Tiger Prawn: 3hours $43 and 2 hours $33 per rod ( This packaged can move around to both
freshwater Big Head Prawn pond and Seawater Tiger Prawn pond)
Both Locations sell beers.
Fish Spa (only at AMK outlet) :$300.00
$300.00 flat rate for unlimited usage for all event guests during the whole event
Children LongKang Fishing:Per kid at $18
$18.00.
.00. Aquarium tank at $3. Fishing net provided.
Apart from the usual guppies, we have Goldfishes, Baby Koi, Pra
Prawns,
wns, Tiger Barb, Red Fish, and Molly in the
Children LongKang pond.
Buffet catering area and BBQ area are free to use with a minimum spending of $600.00 ((Do
Do note that the BBQ is
only allowed for Lobster/Prawns caught in our pond. No other raw foods are aallowed).
). Buffet catering company is
up to customer’s choice.
For private companies, a deposit of 30% is needed to secure the booking.
For payment wise, we accept NETS, Visa, C
Cash, Masters, Cheque and bank transfer.
We accept Gebiz and Vendor@Sg Payment as well.

Below are pictures of our premises for your viewing. More pictures and latest update can be found on our webpage
Website: www.funatfish.com
Facebook: @fishbugis+, @ fish at amk
I do hope the above information meets your requirement and preference. If there are any other enquiries, do feel free to
whatsapp me (whatsapp only) at 83386530 or email me at funatfish@gmail.com.
Patrix Chiam
Fish@Bugis+

Fish@Ang Mo Kio

